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AM4096Q angular magnetic encoder IC

The AM4096Q is a rotary 
magnetic encoder IC which 
uses Hall sensor technology 
for sensing the magnetic 
field. It offers the same 
functionality as the AM4096 
but comes in a small and 
compact QFN32 package  
(6 × 6 mm).
A circular array of sensors detects 
the perpendicular component of 
the magnetic field. The signals are 
summed then amplified. Sine and 
cosine signals are generated when 
the magnet rotates. The sine and 
cosine signals are factory calibrated 
for optimum performance.

From the sine and cosine values the 
angular position is calculated with a 
fast 12 bit interpolator. The calculated 
position is then output in various digital 
and analogue formats.

An inbuilt voltage regulator ensures 
stable conditions for the core of the 
chip and a more flexible power supply 
voltage. All inputs and outputs are 
related to the external supply voltage.

 
 

The AM4096Q has many different 
setting options which are defined by 
the contents of internal registers. The 
zero position can be also set with an 
external pin. The settings of the chip 
are stored in an integrated EEPROM.

The registers and the EEPROM can 
be accessed through a serial two wire 
interface TWI.

With its compact size the AM4096Q 
is especially suitable for non-contact 
position or velocity measurements in 
motor motion control and commutation, 
robotics, camera positioning, various 
encoder applications, battery powered 
devices and other demanding high 
resolution applications.

For detailed sensor information, please 
refer to the AM4096 datasheet that 
can be found on www.rls.si. It has 
the same features, specifications and 
performance as AM4096.

Output options:
 ● Incremental
 ● Serial SSI
 ● Serial two wire interface (TWI)
 ● UVW commutation output
 ● Linear voltage
 ● Tacho
 ● Analogue sinusoidal

 ● Compact size: 6 × 6 mm

 ● Contactless angular position 
encoding ovexr 360°

 ● 12 bit absolute encoder

 ● Presetable zero position

 ● High speed operation to 
60,000 rpm

 ● Power save mode for low current 
consumption

 ● 5 V or 3 V power supply

 ● Integrated EEPROM

 ● SMD package QFN32

 ● Moisture sensitivity level 3

 ● RoHS compliant (lead free)
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Pin description

QFN32 package dimensions
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Dimensions (mm)
Min Typ. Max

A 0.8 0.9 1.0
D 6.0
E 6.0
e 0.65
b 0.18 0.25 0.30
L 0.3 0.4 0.5

A1 0.0 0.02 0.05
D2 4.5 4.65 4.8
E2 4.5 4.65 4.8

Pin nr. Name Pin description

1 RefN Lower reference input for voltage output

2 RefP Upper reference input for voltage output

3 Vout/Tout Linear voltage output/Tacho output

4 PSM Power save mode input

5 nc Factory test

6 Zero Zeroing input

7 SDA TWI serial interface data line

8 SCL TWI serial interface clock line

9 nc Factory test

10 nc Factory test

11 nc Factory test

12 Clock SSI clock input

13 Data SSI data output

14 Ri Incremental output Ri

15 B Incremental output B

16 A Incremental output A

17 Vss Power supply 0 V

18 W/NCos Commutation output W/Cosine negative output

19 V/PSin Commutation output V/Sine positive output

20 U/NSin Commutation output U/Sine negative output

21 Td/PCos Tacho direction output/Cosine positive output

22 nc Factory test

23 Cos Cosine analogue output for filtering

24 Sin Sine analogue output for filtering

25 Vddd Digital power supply 3.0/3.3 V

26 Vext Power supply input 5 V

27 Vdda Analogue power supply 3.0/3.3 V

28 Vss Power supply 0 V

29 Vss Power supply 0 V

30 Agnd Analogue reference voltage

31 nc Factory test

32 Mag Output, that indicates magnet presence
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Ordering information

1. Angular Magnetic Encoder IC

Part Number Description
AM4096Q AM4096Q Angular Magnetic Encoder IC with default functionality

Output options:
- SSI
- Incremental
- Linear voltage 
- UVW
- TWI
Programmable:
- Differential buffered Sine/Cosine
- Tacho
QFN32 plastic package
Delivered in tubes (61 units per tube)

Part Number Description
RMM44A3C00 Diametrically polarized magnet

Dimensions: Ø 4 mm x 4 mm

Recommended  
magnet  

N       S  

0.15 
0.2 

= 
= 

0.56 ±0.2  

2.25 ±0.5  

Mounting instructions

Magnet position
Magnet must be positioned above the 
AM4096Q in the centre of the hall sensor 
array. The centre of the sensor array is not in 
the centre of the AM4096Q package.
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RLS merilna tehnika d.o.o. has made considerable effort to ensure the content of this document is correct at the date of publication but makes no warranties or representations 
regarding the content. RLS merilna tehnika d.o.o. excludes liability, howsoever arising, for any inaccuracies in this document.           © 2018 RLS d.o.o.

RLS merilna tehnika d.o.o.
Poslovna cona Žeje pri Komendi
Pod vrbami 2
SI-1218 Komenda
Slovenia

Head office

T  +386 1 5272100
F  +386 1 5272129
E  mail@rls.si
www.rls.si

This product is not designed or intended for use outside the environmental limitations and operating parameters expressly stated on the product’s datasheet. Products are not 
designed or intended for use in medical, military, aerospace, automotive or oil & gas applications or any safety-critical applications where a failure of the product could cause severe 
environmental or property damage, personal injury or death. Any use in such applications must be specifically agreed to by seller in writing, and is subject to such additional terms 
as the seller may impose in its sole discretion. Use of products in such applications is at buyer’s own risk, and buyer will indemnify and hold harmless seller and its affiliates against 
any liability, loss, damage or expense arising from such use. Information contained in this datasheet was derived from product testing under controlled laboratory conditions and data 
reported thereon is subject to the stated tolerances and variations, or if none are stated, then to tolerances and variations consistent with usual trade practices and testing methods.  
The product’s performance outside of laboratory conditions, including when one or more operating parameters is at its maximum range, may not conform to the product’s datasheet.  
Further, information in the product’s datasheet does not reflect the performance of the product in any application, end-use or operating environment buyer or its customer may put 
the product to. Seller and its affiliates make no recommendation, warranty or representation as to the suitability of the product for buyer’s application, use, end-product, process or 
combination with any other product or as to any results buyer or its customer might obtain in their use of the product. Buyer should use its own knowledge, judgment, expertise and 
testing in selecting the product for buyer’s application, end-use and/or operating environment, and should not rely on any oral or written statement, representation, or samples made 
by seller or its affiliates for any purpose. EXCEPT FOR THE WARRANTIES EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THE SELLER’S TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE, SELLER MAKES 
NO WARRANTY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, WHICH ARE DISCLAIMED AND EXCLUDED. All sales are subject to seller’s exclusive terms and conditions of sale which, where the seller is (a) RLS merilna tehnika 
d.o.o., are available at https://www.rls.si/customer-service, (b) Renishaw, Inc., are available at http://www.renishaw.com/Shop/legal/en/--42186, or (c) another person, are available 
on request, and in each case, are incorporated herein by reference, and are the exclusive terms of sale.  No other terms and conditions apply. Buyer is not authorized to make any 
statements or representations that expand upon or extend the environmental limitations and operating parameters of the products, or which imply permitted usage outside of that 
expressly stated on the datasheet or agreed to in writing by seller.
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